
 

 

 

DISH PRO HYBRID 

Overview 

This is the first in a two-part series on the rollout of the next generation of LNBF and components, called Dish Pro 
Hybrid (DPH). The New DPH LNBF and components have advanced technology to support future product releases. 

DPH also simplifies installations by reducing cable, reducing connections, eliminating the need for a node, and 
reducing possible points of failure. Single messenger RG6 is approved for these Solo Hub installations and will be 
available for use with the new DPH components. 

The new DPH components are the Eastern Arc Twin LNBF, Western Arc Triple LNBF, Solo Hub, Duo Hub, and the 
DPH Tap. The new LNBF, while looking nearly identical to the previous generation, has the red DISH logo for easier 
identification and only three ports, two outputs and one input. 

Hopper/Joey installation rules for number of devices and max cable lengths still apply. 

What Changed 

Beginning 12/10/15, Dish Pro Hybrid will be listed on work orders for all NC, Mover, and upgrades for Hopper family 
jobs. The DPH LNBF should only be used when called for on the WO. 

 A typical installation of a Hopper and two Joeys requires only single messenger RG6 from the LNBF to the Solo 

Hub, as opposed to dual messenger RG6 

 RG6 is also required from the Hub to the Hopper. The Solo Hub has one host port and two client ports, 

eliminating the need for a splitter to install two clients. 

 To connect another client, add a Tap to the host line or a Splitter to either of the client lines 

 In dual-Hopper setups, the Duo Hub is used. It has two host connections and a client connection. 

 The Duo Hub requires a dual messenger RG6 from the LNBF to the Duo Hub 

 The Host port on the Duo Hub also serves as an advanced client connection for a Super Joey install. Both Hubs 

are UL listed and can be used for grounding purposes. 

 The Hybrid Tap, which was introduced on 09/18/15, is to be used with DPH systems 

 Previous versions of the Tap will not work with a DPH system 

Rollout Considerations 

An update to the Super Buddy Satellite Meter (SBSM) software will be available on 12/09/15. If you use a Super 
Buddy Satellite Meter (SBSM), an update will be available prior to 12/10/15. Additional information on this process to 
come. 

Additional diagrams, as well as the installation rules, can be found on DNS Portal. 
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DPH COMPONENTS 
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 
There may be scenarios in utilizing the Dish Pro Hybrid (DPH) where the circumstances merit an action beyond the 
information provided on the New LNBF Introduction handout. Some possible questions that may arise, with guidance 
on how to address them, are listed below. 

Q: Can the Hybrid LNBF be used with a non Hopper receiver? 

A: No, but the use of a power inserter is required in select situations. Because of the complication of needing a power 
inserter, the DPH LNBF will not be used with non Hopper receivers. 

Q: Can the Super Buddy Satellite Meter (SBSM) be used to check signal through the Solo or Duo Hub? 

A: Yes, because the Solo and Duo Hub are passive devices, the SBSM can be used to check signal from the Hopper 
location without bypassing the Hub. Hoppers in the installation must be unplugged from power when the SBSM is 
being used to check signal. 

Q: Can the Hub be grounded? 

A: Yes, the Solo and Duo Hub are approved to be used as a grounding device in the same way that the Solo and Duo 
Node are. A ground block can still be used when the Hub is placed in the interior of the install. 

Q: Can the DPH Tap be used on an Advanced Client coax cable that is supplying signal to a Super Joey? 

A: Yes, the Advanced Client line connected to a Super Joey can be branched off to a wired Joey or HIC using the 
DPH Tap. 

Q: Is the DPH Tap backwards compatible for use in a Hopper system with a DPP LNBF and a Node? 
A: Yes, the DPH Tap is backwards compatible. The generation 1 Tap, however, MAY NOT be used in a DPH system. 

Q: In an installation with dual messenger coax cable from the LNBF to the Solo Hub what should be done 
with the extra coax? 

A: The extra coax must be connected to the unused port on the LNBF and be terminated on the Hub side with an F 
connector and a 75 Ohm terminator. This will prevent water migration into the unused cable. 

Q: Can DPH be used for an Eastern Arc installation with International programming? 

A: Yes, the correct configuration is a DPH EA Twin LNBF with a DP 500+ LNBF for 118.7. Port 1F of the DP 500+ 
LNBF must be connected to the input port on the EA twin. A DPP 500+ Integrated LNBF may not be used in this 
application. 

Q: In an MDU with multiple dish customers, can a DPH be used? 
A: No, currently there are no switches that work with the DHP, so DPP equipment must be used in these scenarios. 

Q: What port on the LNBF is used for peaking with the SBSM? 
A: Port 1 on the LNBF should be used for peaking. 

Q: Can a short RG6 coax jumper be used for pointing and peaking and then left behind? 

A: Due to the unnecessary cost of materials and the potential for moisture migration, a temporary jumper must not be 
left behind on the LNBF. 

Q: What if you want to use cable less than 3Ghz? 

A: Cable less than 3Ghz can ONLY be used on client lines. It may not be used on any lines with Hopper or Super 
Joey. 

Q: What if you are in a home with a 211 in a two Hopper or Hopper/Super Joey? 

A: If you have any device other than a pure Hopper/Super Joey system, DPP must be used due to the switching 
needs. 

Q: What if you get to an upgrade or trouble call and there are situations where you need to replace 
components? 

A: You should replace like for like: DPP to DPP, DPH to DPH.  If there is a need to switch systems, all components 
need to be included. 

Q: What if you’re out of some new materials? 
A: DPP can be used if necessary. 
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